January 17, 2022

Global equity markets finished the year on a strong note, with the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index
(TSX) rising 6.5% in the quarter to bring the annual return to 25.1%. The S&P 500 Total Return Index (S&P 500)
rose 11.0% in the quarter for a total of 28.7% in 2021.
With a backdrop of accommodative monetary and fiscal policy, the strong economic growth and accelerating
corporate earnings resulted in double digit 2021 returns for many markets in North America and globally.

Liquidity

The COVID-19 Pandemic has disrupted lives and caused much hardship. However, many households have
seen a historic rise in net worth over the course of the past two years. This increase has been driven not only
by the strong equity and home prices but also by robust employment and wage growth, government
stimulus payments, and deferred discretionary spending opportunities.
As a result, household balance sheets have improved considerably
from pre-pandemic levels. In Canada, the ratio of debt to total assets
has fallen from a high of 17.5% in the first quarter of 2020 to 15.3%, the
lowest level in almost 20 years as reported by Scotiabank.
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Similarly, household cash balances in the United States have soared in the past 20 months, as demonstrated
by the chart below which notes over $3 trillion dollars in built-up cash deposits. Canada also noted strong
excess household savings during the pandemic of 7.3% of GDP, or $50 Billion, as compared to pre-pandemic
saving levels, reported by Macrobond and RBC GAM.

Exhibit 1: Household Chequing Deposits and Currency, in Billions of USD
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With households entering the New Year flush with savings many are considering what to do with the available
cash. Some of the savings will be deployed to consumer spending in the months ahead as travel resumes,
supply-chain constraints ease, and social and hospitality spending picks up. The Bank Credit Analyst
estimates that the wealth effect alone could boost ongoing annual consumer spending by up to 4% of GDP.
With the extraordinary liquidity presently on the sidelines, we are often asked what to do with available cash.
Below we touch on how we think about deploying excess capital.

What to do with Cash on the Sidelines

When it comes to deploying funds, a key consideration for all investors boils down to time horizon. For
investors that will need the excess capital for any number of expenditures in the short term, equities are not
the recommended place for those funds. Over the short term, it is very difficult to accurately predict the
market movements with corrections a common part of equity investing (occurring on average every 12 – 18
months). Lower volatility options can be added, but with a lower expected return.
For assets that have a longer term time horizon, typically 3 to 5 years or even 10 years depending on the
client and situation, additional volatility can be embraced. As we talk about in many of our letters, higher
returns reward those who embrace this volatility over the long term. The chart below compares historical
returns across both equity and fixed income indices.
Exhibit 2: Compound Annual Rate across Asset Classes
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With the recent years seeing double digit growth across equity classes, it is easy to forget that these returns
are considerably above historical averages. Although the economic backdrop remains accommodative for
equity growth, tempered expectations for returns in the months and years ahead is recommended.

Interest Rates Set to Rise

As many current media headlines will state, there is little doubt that many central banks will be looking to
dial back the environment of ‘easy money’. With high levels of liquidity in the system, a strong economic
recovery continuing, and inflation nudging upwards, historically low interest rates are set to increase in the
year ahead.
The current target overnight rate, as set by the Bank of Canada,
sits at 0.25% and has been there since rates were rapidly
reduced from 1.75% in March of 2020. Exhibit 3 below charts
the past 30 years of overnight rates and demonstrates the
historically low rate environment we are currently in.
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Exhibit 3: Bank of Canada Target Overnight Rate, January 1992 - 2022
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Although rising interest rates present a headwind for equities, moderate increases are not to be feared.
Central Banks influence prevailing interest rates and seek to maintain orderly economic growth and price
stability. To ease the anxiety of a market that loathes uncertainty, central banks strive to share transparent
information with timely and advance notice. The goal of these institutions is not to shock or surprise. Jerome
Powell, Chair of the Federal Reserve of the United States has
said “we would like to smooth out the wild swings of past
Historically, equities have
economic cycles by fine-tuning the monetary policy”.
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While the transition to higher interest rates causes volatility in
the market place, typically the start of a rate hike cycle has
been favourable. Historically, equities have performed well in
an environment of moderately rising interest rates and
inflation, supported by underlying and sustained economic
growth.
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As noted in the graph below, which examines the last 16 historical tightening cycles since 1917, equities
typically see growth following a rate increase. Specifically, the frequency of positive returns following a first
rate hike are considerable, 93% and 80% respectively for the S&P TSX in the 6 and 12 months to follow as
calculated by Scotiabank.

Exhibit 4: Historical Asset Returns Pre and Post First Fed Rate Hike
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Looking to the year ahead, the backdrop for corporate earnings growth and equity markets remains
constructive. Factoring in an increase to interest rates, we expect monetary policy to still remain highly
accommodative well into 2023.
We anticipate the economic recovery will remain uneven and volatility will continue to present opportunities
to acquire great companies at attractive valuations. We remain confident that our portfolio companies are
well capitalized for any short-term challenges and will navigate the increasing rate environment with
proficiency.

Sincerely,
The Seymour Team

